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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to determine whether loss aversion, self-control, overconfidence, anchoring, dan mental accounting affect the buy investment decision and sell investment decision of Indonesian investors. The method used in this research is partial least square. The type of data used in this research is primary data. The research is using a survey to collect the data. Total respondents in this research are 67 Indonesian investors. The result of this research are (1) there is a positive corellation between loss aversion and overconfidence towards decision to buy investment of Indonesian investors, (2) there is a negative corellation between self control, anchoring and mental accounting towards decision to buy investment of Indonesian investors, (3) there is a positive corellation between loss aversion, overconfidence, self control and anchoring towards decision to sell investment of Indonesian investors, (4) there is a negative corellation between mental accounting towards decision to sell investment of Indonesian investors. This research also proofs that (1) there is significant effect of loss aversion and mental accounting towards decision to buy investment of Indonesian investors, (2) there is significant effect of bias loss aversion towards decision to sell investment of Indonesian investors.
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